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4 Sample task — setup for real rats
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9 Observed rat behavior

• The Rat Interactive Fantasy Facility (RIFF) is a highly
automated, rich behavioral environment for rats where sounds
signal information about the state of the environment

• Rats learn behavioral policies from auditory clues, and receive
rewards or punishments according to their actions

• The RIFF allows to tightly combine experimental and

4 Optimal deterministic policies

theoretical approaches through the framework of
Reinforcement Learning

Example: action probabilities in state A1.
(B1, C1, C6 – movement actions, ST – stay)

Deterministic policies require more information transfer between
the rat and its environment, using more neuronal resources

2 Hardware

Purpose Deterministic policy

The arena
Three different rewarded policies
Circular
Back and forth
Target area indicated by sound

Loudspeakers
Nose poke
detector

Airpuff
valves

Diameter: 160
cm

5 Sample task — computational model
MDP with (19 x 7 x 4 =) 532 states

Food
port

Fluid
port

State characteristic
Position 19
Currently active IA 7 (1 of 6 locations or none)

Neuronal recordings
16 independently movable electrodes (Tungsten) with a telemetry
system (Deuteron Neurologger or Alpha Omega SNR + TBSI transmitter)

Body orientation 4

And (19 + 12 + 1 =) 32 actions
Action
Go to neighboring position 19

3 Markov Decision Processes
The RIFF can be controlled by any
experimenter-defined logic.
We implement general Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs)
Agent Environment Reward Punishment
Rat
RIFF
Food
Airpuff
Water Food delay

Nose poke 12 (for 12 food/water ports)

Approximate
sensory processing

Action selection Precisely memorized
state-to-action map
Learning Discontinuous update
of state-to-action
map

• No information transfer
• Very small value
Optimization problem: find
stochastic policy 𝝅 that
minimizes, for each starting
state 𝑠,
𝐹 𝜋 𝑠 = 𝐼 𝜋 𝑠 − 𝛽𝑉 𝜋 𝑠

Approximately
useful map
Continuous/
incremental update

Definitions

• 𝐼 𝜋 (𝑠) is the expected
information cost
Probabilistic distance
(𝐷𝐾𝐿 ) from the uniform
policy

• 𝛽 is an information-value
trade-off parameter

8 Policies with informational constraints
G learning finds optimal policies under information constraints
(Fox, Pakman, Tishby 2016)

6 Optimal deterministic policies

The MDP is defined by state transition
probabilities
𝑃(state𝑡 , state𝑡+1 , action𝑡 )

and rewards

𝑅(state𝑡 , state𝑡+1 , action𝑡 )

Acoustic cues signal states and state transitions

Standard solvers (here, policy iteration) easily
find optimal deterministic policies

(reflecting the observed decrease in
reward accumulation)

value = future reward rate

Go to neighboring position -1
Obtain food/water +50

Best fitting 𝛽 typically
decreases within session

value

532 x 532 x 32 state transition probabilities and rewards

Rotate body by 90 degrees -2 crb (crb is a free parameter)

Check observed rat
trajectories with computed
policies → find best fitting 𝜷

• 𝑉 𝜋 𝑠 is the expected

Do nothing 1

Type of reward/cost Size

10 Peeking into the rat mind

Stochastic policy

State identification Reliable sensory
(e.g. position) processing

A uniform policy over all
allowed actions has

Two rats learned different policies and used them across days
Both policies generate rewards at a high rate

Higher information costs entail higher values and less
concentrated action distributions

High body rotation cost of best
policies reflects the tendency of
Rat 1 to avoid sharp turns

The body rotation cost
parameter differentiates
between rats (l.l. – log likelihood)

11 Conclusions and Plans
Conclusions
• Rats do not follow optimal policies for
the MDP
• Rats do follow optimal policies under
information constraints, which capture
prominent aspects of the behavior
➢ Reinforcement learning under
information constraints provides a
framework for detailed understanding
of real rat behavior in complex
environments
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Plans
• Find neural
correlates of 𝜷
• Extend to more
interesting tasks

